Mitsubishi ws a55

Meaning of P engine trouble code is a kind of powertrain trouble code and when the check
engine light comes P code on the first you should check is the gas cap. Pull over, retighten it,
and take a look at the cap to see if it has any cracks in it. Continue driving and see if the check
engine light turns off. All you need to do is take the old one off and screw on the new one. If
you've already made it to the store, you might as well just replace it. While not car-threatening,
it's good to take care of this right away to improve gas mileage. Disconnected, dirty or fouled
spark plugs are common causes for engines that won't start. Spark plugs typically need to be
replaced every season or 25 hours of use. You should also check that the spark plug gap is set
properly. If your spark plugs look good, problems with your ignition system can also preventing
a spark. These can range from a faulty spark plug lead, shorted kill switch or flywheel key
damage. The oxygen 02 sensors on your car measure the oxygen in the exhaust to determine
how rich or lean the ratio of fuel and air are in the cylinders. Optimizing this mixture means
better fuel economy and fewer exhaust emissions. Parts or components should not be replaced
with reference to only a P DTC. The vehicle service manual should be consulted for more
information on possible causes of the fault, along with required testing. Engine trouble codes
resource center for all car models. Code Search Please fill the "Code Box" to find engine fault
code. Select Abadal Schneider Th. Clubsport Yes! Ways to read engine trouble codes. Ways to
clear check engine light on car panel. Check Engine Light Dictionary Ways to clear check
engine light on car panel. P Engine Trouble Code Meaning of P engine trouble code is a kind of
powertrain trouble code and when the check engine light comes P code on the first you should
check is the gas cap. P Fault Symptoms : Check engine light comes on Engine stalling or
misfiring Engine performance issues Car not starting If one of these reasons for P code is
occuring now you should check P repair processes. Now don't ask yourself; What should you
do with P code? The solution is here : P Possible Solution: Disconnected, dirty or fouled spark
plugs are common causes for engines that won't start. Check engine light comes on Engine
stalling or misfiring Engine performance issues Car not starting. If one of these reasons for P
code is occuring now you should check P repair processes. The solution is here :. No picture
available! Maybe you can upload a pic for the Mitsubishi WS-A55? If you have any other
manuals for the Mitsubishi WS-A55 you can upload the files here. This policy contains
information about your privacy. By posting, you are declaring that you understand this policy:.
These terms and conditions contain rules about posting comments. By submitting a comment,
you are declaring that you agree with these rules:. Audio Video TV Multimedia. Service Manual.
This service manual provides service instructions for the PTV Models listed below. Service
personnel should read this manual thoroughly before servicing these chassis. Servicing of the
Lenticular Screen and Fresnel Lens. Servicing printed circuit boards PCBs. CRT replacement
procedure. Electrical adjustments. Chip parts replacement procedures. Circuit path diagrams.
The parts list section of this service manual includes: 1. Cabinet and screen parts. Electrical
parts. Schematic and block diagrams of the above listed models are included in this service
manual for better under- standing of the circuitry. PCB drawings are also included for easy
location of parts and test points. Add Comment. Notify me of new comments via email.
Remember my form inputs on this computer. I have read and understand the privacy policy. I
have read and agree to the terms and conditions. Please enter the link of the website. Please
enter the email address. Please enter the link of the image. Please enter the link of the video. By
posting, you are declaring that you understand this policy: Your name, rating, website address,
town, country, state and comment will be publicly displayed if entered. It is collected for only
two reasons: Administrative purposes, should a need to contact you arise. To inform you of
new comments, should you subscribe to receive notifications. A cookie may be set on your
computer. This is used to remember your inputs. It will expire by itself. This policy is subject to
change at any time and without notice. By submitting a comment, you are declaring that you
agree with these rules: Although the administrator will attempt to moderate comments, it is
impossible for every comment to have been moderated at any given time. You acknowledge that
all comments express the views and opinions of the original author and not those of the
administrator. You agree not to post any material which is knowingly false, obscene, hateful,
threatening, harassing or invasive of a person's privacy. The administrator has the right to edit,
move or remove any comment for any reason and without notice. Failure to comply with these
rules may result in being banned from submitting further comments. These terms and
conditions are subject to change at any time and without notice. Comments No comments yet.
Be the first! Solartron Service and User Manual. This manual has 54 pages, file size: 5. It's
available in languages: English. This manual has 23 pages, file size: 3. This manual has 64
pages, file size: This manual has 84 pages, file size: 5. This manual has 35 pages, file size: 4.
Browse by Brand. Manual details Immediate download after payment. Delivered as a PDF file.
The manual has 80 pages File size: 4. We guarantee that Two 4" round, full range 8. Two 5"

round, full range 8. Page 3. WS-A48 Front View WS-A48 Rear View Lenticular Screen and
Fresnel Lens Removal Lenticular Screen and Fresnel Lens Installation Chassis Removal PCB
Locations Main Components Location Second Anode Lead Removal CRT Removal CRT
Installation Test Equipment Initial Setup LED Indicator Diagnostics Circuit Adjustment Mode
Convergence Adjustment Mode Adjustment Items List Adjustment Test Points High Voltage
Regulation CRT Cutoff White Balance HD Black Level Sub Contrast Dynamic Focus Preset Lens
Focus Page 4. On Screen Display Character Position Deflection Circuit Geometry Adjustments
Convergence Circuit Geometry Adjustments Centering and Static Convergence Coarse
Convergence Adjustments Fine Convergence Adjustments Parts Ordering Critical and Warranty
Parts Designation Parts Tolerance Codes Quick Reference List Service Parts List Screen Parts
List Power Supply Sync Signal Path X-Ray Protect HV Regulation Sound Signal Path Control
Circuitry Section Schematic Diagrams. Overall Block Diagram Page 5. This service manual
provides service instructions for the PTV Models listed below. Service personnel should read
this. Assembly and disassembly instructions for the front and rear cabinet components.
Servicing of the Lenticular Screen and Fresnel Lens. Servicing printed circuit boards PCBs.
Chip parts replacement procedures. The parts list section of this service manual includes:.
Schematic and block diagrams of the above listed models are included in this service manual
for better under-. PCB drawings are also included for easy location of parts and test points.
Many electrical and mechanical parts in television receivers have special safety related
characteristics. Replacement parts which have special safety characteristics are identified in
this service manual. Electrical components having such features are identified by shading. The
replacement for any safety part should be identical in value. Reviews There are no reviews of
this manual yet. Related Products. All rights reserved. All trademarks and brands are the
property of their respective owners. Larry, you said in another post that you had a convergence
manual for a Sony. Any way you could share that with me? I ordered 2 new IC Can some one
please help me with info or manual so i can fix this. I would like to help you both but without an
e-mail address where should I send these treats? To Bob maybe? My crystal ball is broken at
the moment I'm afraid. I have read some of the information that you have told the other
members and it sounds like this is the same problem. Could you send me the manual or
schematics for the tv so I can do the testing? The model is a ws or possibly a ws I know that it
is a diamond series. I have a Mitsubishi ws with a green blinking light that will not stop. Im not
very handy with TV's but I know someone who is I really want to try fixing it myself without
calling someone out to do it. Thank you! Good Luck. Its not even 3 years old and I can not get it
to turn on. I would really appreciate the information to fix it my self. I hope I am sending this
comment to the right place! Please let me know. There are a couple of threads for this problem,
but I get the point. I will send you out the info for your TV set. Good luck with this repair. I'm
trying to help a friend with his television. He ordered a schematic from Mitsubishi and after two
months he's still waiting for it I don't know what is so difficult about having Mitsubishi send a
schematic. Would you happen to have a schematic for a Mitsubishi WS television you could
share? Thank you and happy holidays. I can still hear the sounds though. My problems are:. Are
they ok to use? I want to order a kit so I can replace the fuses also just in case. I find chassis
models dpg, dp15, dp15e, dp05, etc. Found website to get manual for repair but need above info
to find. Larry I have a Mits WS Your part s for the convergence IC's all jive with what I have been
told to replace the only problem is where is the little bugger can you help? I am an electrician by
trade not an electronics guru but I am willing to take a stab at replacing the unit myself. The IC
is mounted on a large metal plate called a heat sink. Probably on the opposite side of where you
are looking when you open the back of the set. You will need to loosen the chassis and remove
several wire ties and slide out the chassis to get to it. Best thing you could do is go to
servicemanuals. I have a Mitsubishi 55 inch. Model number VS When I try to do the advanced
convergences on the tv it will not let me and the lines for convergence are bowed. I called a
local tv repair shop and they said that the convergence I. I have an electronics background from
being in the military and doing electronics. Do you think that I would be able to replace these
myself and if so, where is the best place to get them. I was also wondering if you would have a
repair manual for the tv or if you knew where I could get one. I would appreciate any help you
could give me. Thank you. If anyone else is reading this and has any answers for me I would
appreciate that also. I do not have the service documentation for this model number but you can
download one for about 24 bucks from HERE. A lot of sites do not carry original replacement
but inexpensive factory duds or after market types so be careful where you buy the replacement
IC's at. Hey thanks alot Larry. I ordered those parts and hopefully it is a success in me replacing
them. Thanks again, and I will let you know what happens. One more thing, If you turn on the set
and you still have a problem, look for the small circuit protectors or the pico fuses that supply
the 24 volts plus and minus to the convergence IC's. They go out sometimes when the

convergence IC's go bad. If you have an electronic copy of the schematic, you can send me a
copy and I will tell you what resistors and the fuses to check before you get the IC's so you can
order and replace them in case they are bad. I have an electronics background so do you think
that I would be able to replace these myself and if so, where is the best place to get the IC's. I
was also wondering if you might have a repair manual for the tv or if not do you know where I
could get one. Thanks in advance for any help. Any help from others would be greatly
appreciated as well. Sorry Larry, I just sent a post that didn't include the problem. Based on
other posts here and elsewhere, I have a convergence problem where all symptoms lead to
blown convergence IC's. Woke up this morning and power went out for about 2 hours and later
when TV turned on, the entire screen picture appears bowed. Tried convergence settings but
picture is still bowed. Similar to a severe pincushion effect. Thanks again. I'm stopping by there
today to see what I can find out and I'll let you know. I searched via Google and found many
references to this model and some with the same problem I have. I already have a Infocus Hi-def
Projector in my theatre. Kevin, if the set is that old, you may have problems getting parts for it.
You could most likely look inside, mounted on a large metal plates and see what the number is
on the convergence IC. It should start with STK. Would I expect all 3 to need replacing? Is there
a way to figure that out? No service manual and Any ideas? It would be nice if I only needed to
replace 1 instead of all three. Now the decision is whether to go ahead and try fixing it myself.
I've been in the electronis business for nearly 25 years from assembler to owning my own
company. Are there any other parts that I should look at in that circuit. Also, why is this so
common? What causes this to occur? If you have or know where I can get any additional info to
tell me how to determine if 1 or all are bad and anything else that could have gone with it, it
would be greatly appreciated. Those are cheap aftermarket or factory rejects. It is not worth the
trouble when you go cheap. I have a wt model Mitsubishi that went out on me last weekend. Me
and a friend were playing X-Box on this tv. Well to fix this problem we went into the X-Box set
up and changed it to the When we turned it back on it just clicked right back off. Well we did the
built in diagnostics button routine and it gave us the 4 light envy! I had noticed it seemed a lot
of people have been having this blinking light problem and you seem to be the only man with
the answers. If there is anything you can help me with that would be great. It seems a lot of
people are having troubles like this. What is the best thing you can tell me. I am pretty close to
saying it doesn't have one. Thanks in advance. I am told by my buds at Mitsubishi that this
model does not have a DM board. I also do not have this service manual. Robo Community. DVR
Playground. Media Smart Home. Magenium Solutions. EHome Design. Skip to main content. Log
in Name Fisrt Name. Active Topics Unanswered Topics. Log in to post comments. Last post.
Larry Dillon. Mitsubishi convergence IC's used in the differant models. Larry, you said in
another. Thanks yeah i'm also having the same problem with my damm mitsubishi ws
convergence and in need of some help here. I would like to help you both. Larry, I have a
Mitsubishi. I have a Mitsubishi ws There are a couple of threads. Hello Larry,. After he did this
my red convergence was wayyy off. If the IC needs replacing then please let me know, I already
know the part number I just need confirmation this is the problem. Also if you could let me know
the steps in making the replacement I'd sure appreciate it. Thank you, Larry PS: Larry, I just
stumbled across this forum and it looks mighty helpful! I have the VS Larry I have a Mits WS
The IC is mounted on a large. I have a Mitsubishi. I do not have the service. One more thing, If
you turn. Sorry Larry, I just sent a. Are you sure about that model. Are you sure about that
model number man? I do not even see it listed? Kevin, if the set is that old. Thanks in advance
for any info. Wes M. Larry, I have a wt model Mitsubishi that went out on me last weekend. I am
told by my buds at. Search form Search. Toshiba 55" TV. Volume and input buttons acting up. I
have a WS with. My 32" TV, 2 years old, now. I don't know what sort of. Connect With Techlore.
Designed by Magenium Solutions. This Article is written to provide assistance and step-by-step
guidance in resolving the Mitsubishi "Blinking Green Light" issue. A large amount of
information is included in this Article, all of which will help you to both understand and repair
the 'Blinking Green Light' problem. Written specifically for the Mitsubishi 65" WS , this article
ALSO applies to other Mitsubishi models with the same 'blinking green light' issue. Links are
provided for downloading Mitsubishi Service Manuals and for recommended parts ordering.
Circuitboard photos are also shown which provide a visual reference during the repair process.
Following repeated promises to correct the issue, it soon became evident that they were both
"dragging" their feet and not at all anxious to admit liability for this failure or to provide a timely
repair of the television. After waiting about three weeks for Mitsubishi to assign one of their
Authorized Repair Dealers to repair the unit, I repaired the television myself. If you are unable to
locate the the service manual for your specific Model at the above Techlore link, you may need
to purchase the service manual online at ServiceManuals. Do not use capacitors with this rating
to repair your Mitsubishi television, or else the same issue will reappear in years. The

capacitors are available from several on-line electronics stores and possibly from a local
television repair shop. Refer to the "General Information" section below for additional
information about purchasing the capacitors from a online website. If you decide to take on the
repair project yourself, pay CLOSE attention to my " Lesson Learned " note; a copy of which is
provided below. This was posted to TechLore on October 4th, See comments below. Copied
from a previous Techlore posting. Quite important: October 4, PM. Lesson Learned : Larry, For
your information and others, after replacing the 4 capacitors on the DM Module, I slid the DM
circuit board back into the metal DM case and then inserted the entire unit into the main circuit
board. This was working in the "blind" as it was impossible to verify a proper seat of the DM
circuit board onto the mother board. The blinking green light was still present upon power-up of
the TV. By doing this, I was able to ensure a proper connection of the DM board. When replacing
the Capacitors, press them "down" onto the circuit board as far as they will go, hold them down,
solder into place and clip the excess terminal lengths flush with solder. Only by doing this will
the metal shield little silver box slide down and over the circuit board during re-assembly. There
is not a lot of clearance when doing this, as the C Capacitors are slightly longer that the
originals. With minimal effort everything does fit back together. Re-insert the DM circuit board
into the Mother board; press virmly and ensure a proper seat of the DM board. Next, slide the
metal case down and over the DM circuit board. Refer to my "Lesson Learned. Once the two are
in sync, the television will "turn on". A failure in this boot up process is indicated by the
"blinking green light" continuing to flash and the television's failure to "turn on". Problem:
Continuous "blinking green light". Unplug the TV from it's power source for various times,
ranging between 5 minutes and 24 hours Does blinking green light continue upon plugging in
the TV. Does blinking green light continues upon plugging in the TV. Press Power and Menu
buttons simultaneously and hold depressed for 20 seconds Does blinking green light continue
to flash. Press Power and Display buttons simultaneously and hold depressed for 20 seconds
Insure that no front panel buttons are inadvertently stuck in an "engaged" position. Diagnosis:
If none of the above test resolve the issue, then the failure lies in one of the following:. Perform
a Mitsubishi "error code" diagnostic check to assist in determining where the problem lies.
Refer to your Owner's Manual for specific procedures on running this check. For the optional
fan replacement you need a PC cooling fan, zip ties, foam tape or weather stripping and a 12v
AC to DC power adapter. Note: The cooling fan is not required provided you replace the
capacitors with Caps having a c high temp rating. The capacitors may be purchased from a
local electronics repair shop or online at digi-key. Radio Shack also has a desoldering tool, Part
, which you may find helpful in removing old solder from the connections, without damaging the
board. Similiar tools are also available from Lowe's, Home Depot or Wallmart. Start by
unplugging the TV. Disconnect the coax and digital audio cables and remove the rear panel. If
you are going to install a fan, position it on the right side of the shield as seen from the rear and
mark its outline with a pencil. It is easiest to install the fan with the shield removed from the TV,
but by marking its mounting position first, you will avoid placing the fan on a part of the shield
that has an obstruction. The DM guide partly covers the capacitors that need cooling and the
metal tray under the CRTs also restricts fan placement. Remove the four 4 screws that secure
the DM Module. It is a small vertical card just to the left of the DM and has a broad copper
grounding spring. This will simplify access to the left side DM shield mounting screws. See the
pictures below:. Unplug the USB and Firewire cables from the top of the DM, as well as the
cable that runs from the front input jacks to the connector on top of the terminal board.
Unscrew the grounding strap from the top of the doubler shield. After removing both screws,
pry the plastic piece away from the support piece to which it is mounted. The DM Module and
the shield are removed vertically. In order for there to be enough clearance, the chassis needs
to be pulled toward the rear of the TV. All the electronics are mounted on a tray that can slide
back like a drawer to make servicing easier. Remove the board slide, which is a narrow fiber
board that stretches the width of the TV above the rear of the chassis and shields the light box
from scattered light. It is held in place by a long black screw on either side of the TV. Use
caution as the board may fall when the screws are removed. Undo the wire ties on the cables
going to the front of the TV. You will need slack in these wires as you slide the chassis out. You
will also need to unplug some of the connectors on the shorter wires. Remove the screw a on
the edge of the chassis and screws b on the xx See diagram below:. Release the chassis lock
tab on either side of the chassis. The tray may be a bit hard to slide, so alternately tug on the
left and right edges to rock the tray rearward. Go slowly in case you've missed freeing a wire
bundle. Pay attention to the large red anode wires and other cables on the right hand side as
they are clipped to the frame of the TV. Pull the chassis back until the DM shield will clear any
obstructions above. Remove the screws holding the DM shield. Note: Do not use a power
screwdriver on these screws as it is very easy to strip the threads. There are two on top of the

shield, two in the rear base, and one in the middle of the base on either side of the shield. The
DM shield can be snug and hard to pull up. Gently rock the shield front and back while applying
upward force. The DM itself also comes out straight up, but it is not nearly as tight. Remove the
DM Module by pulling it straight up toward the top of the television. DO NOT pull it at an angle.
The DM Module is connected to the circuit board by 4 sets of pins. Once the pins are free from
the onboard connectors, continue pulling straight up. There is a plastic guide that makes it
necessary to pull the DM Module straight up and sliding it over the plastic guide. If you hold the
DM with the components facing you and the external connectors on the left, you can find the
capacitors in question in a cluster on the top right corner of the board. Desolder and replace all
of the capacitors at the same time. When inserting the new capacitors, pay close attention to the
polarity. The rear of the board has the positive terminal labeled and the longest lead is positive.
The capacitor body has the negative terminal marked by dashes running down one side. All the
capacitors have the same orientation:. Insert all four capacitors as close to the board as
possible. The Panasonic capacitors are 4mm higher than the stock capacitors and there is very
little extra room inside the shield. Ensure that you have the positive and negative leads on the
capacitors threaded through the proper hole. With the capacitors in place, maintain pressure to
firmly seat the capacitors against the circuit board and carefully solder each connection. It will
help considerably if someone provides assistance during this very important soldering step. If
you are going to install a cooling fan, do so now. If installing the fan, stick some foam tape or
adhesive weather stripping to each corner of the fan. This will minimize fan vibration noise and
provide the fan with some clearance from the shield. The shield has a thin ridge that runs
diagonally and prevents the fan from sitting flush, but the foam tape will allow the fan to
straddle the ridge. Place the fan on the pencil lines you drew earlier and secure two diagonal
corners of the fan with small zip ties through holes in the shield. The zip ties are flat and their
low profile will allow the shield to slide over the DM board without getting caught. You can run
your fan from a 6v power supply to minimize noise, but test it first since not all PC fans will spin
up with just 6v. In this case replace all seven of the original capacitors with those having a
rating of uF, 35V, C. Installation is the reverse of removal. The DM will slide down onto the four
connectors at its base and there is a plastic vertical guide to ensure proper alignment of the
board. Be careful not to bend the copper grounding springs that touch the connector end rear
of the DM as it slides back into place. Carefully slide the DM shield back over the DM board and
be careful not to snag the taller capacitors. Install the 6 screws that secure the DM in place.
Note that the two screws on the top of the DM shield are different from the other four. Slowly
slide the chassis back into the TV and be careful not to pinch any wires running to the front of
the TV. The chassis should click as the release tabs lock into place. Secure the chassis with the
long black screws. Reconnect all the wires you had removed and secure the excess slack back
into the wire ties. Plug the USB and Firewire connectors back on the top of the DM and plug the
cable from the front inputs back onto the top of the terminal board. Screw the grounding strap
to the top of the doubler shield. Do not over tighten it as it is easy to break the threaded
mounting plate on the shield. Install the DM rear cover and screws. Reconnect the coax antenna
and digital audio cable back into the DM if applicable. Lastly, put the board slide back and
remember that it could fall unless properly screwed in place. Double check all the connectors
on the boards to be sure you haven't missed reconnecting anything. Install the rear cover of the
TV and route the optional fan's power cable over the top of the rear cover to avoid pinching the
cable. Plug the TV back in and the front light should blink for about a minute as the DM boots.
When the light has turned off, power up the TV and verify operation. If all goes well, your TV
should boot in about one minute and there should be no more interference in the picture or
OSD. For those more technically inclined than most, you may enjoy the following. This is most
likely not a quicky type of repair. These are a few of my notes on this set from me and a few of
my buds in the buisness. Good Luck and let us know how you made out with this set. To all of
you who may be attempting the capacitor fix on their Mitsubishi a word of caution. Modern
circuit boards are easily damaged by static electricity. Tech's in the industry use grounding
wrist straps when handling these boards. Simply walking across a room with the circuit board
in your hand could damage it. Try to ground yourself to the metal chassis of the tv when
touching circuits. Even though the TV is not plugged in it will equalize your electrical potential.
Handle the circuit board carefully by the edges when taking it to your workbench. Try to ground
yourself while soldering on the board. I bring this up after reading some posts that stated after
changing out the caps they ended up with new or different problems. That's why you see new
circuit boards shipped in the anti static special plastic bags. This DM board communicates with
the sets internal microprocessor. That's why if the set is working properly, and you first plug
the set in, the light blinks and then stops blinking. When it stops blinking, that means the DM
has booted up and is all in sync with the microprocessor and ready to go. If the set does not

stop blinking, that is an indication that the DM has not booted up and communicated with the
microprocessor. This is the basic explanation, as there is a lot more to it than this:. The first
thing to do is check all of the plugs, connectors, and connections to and around the DM board.
Next would be to check for other large capacitors on other boards with swollen tops. The next
thing would be to start checking power supply upon switch on. But, first do the diagnostic test
as explained in the service manual. Maybe it will point you in the right direction. If you have
taken the time to follow these advance trouble shooting instructions and the Blinking Green
Light continues to be a issue, a service tech may be required to complete the repair. I hope that
this Article has provided guidance and assisted in the repair of your Mitsubishi's "Blinking
Green Light" issue. If you require additional assistance or advice, feel free to send me a private
message. Irvine, CA Great article! I can see you have put a lot into it. I would suggest you put at
the top which models of the Mitzu you are talking about. I was not sure if this concerned the one
I have or not. I have a Mitsubishi WS with the same green blinking light of death problem. Do
you have any special procedures for my TV? Any ehlp would greatly be appreciated. I am
having the same blinking light problem on my WS I'm going to order the capacitors before
pulling the board. The part number in your article is for a 16V cap. The cap is described in the
arlicle as a 35v part. Which cap should I order? The correct replacement capacitors are 35V. You
may find the capacitors at Radio Shack or from a local TV repair shop. Quite often TV repair
shops have a supply of various capacitors and generally don't mind selling a few to a good
customer, even if they do not have a retail outlet. Hi, After reading your article I checked my
fuses as stated in line 8. They are bad, so now is there a fix for the convergence board? Or what
is my next step? My model TV is WS with blinking geen light. Thanks very much for your help. It
may be a convergence issue where the pictures appear like a 3D effect. Are the colors all
separated. If so, open the back side of the TV and gently remove the middle board and check
the two IC's. Inspect VERY closely for soldering cracks and lose contacts. Resolder any
questionable areas. Check the two Pico fuses once again. Your convergence IC's may be giving
up or the solder joints may be cracked due to excessive heat. If you lightly bang your TV or
maybe a little movement on the floor, those IC's may temporarily reconnect again and your TV
will return to normal. The fuses are 4 and 5 amp respectively. Take note of the blinging code
sequence. You will see something like the timer blinking twice, then pause, then blink twice
again, then pause, then stop. Advise of the results. Hi Speed, Thanks for your quick response.
After that when you tried to turn it on the green light blinked for about 2 sec. After unplugging
the set for 5 min. I had a TV tech come out and tell me that the Power bd. He was going to
replaced it, but he called later and said he couldn't replaced it he would have to repair the old
bd. So now I figured I would try my hand at it. Do you think that will take care of my problem??
Thanks again, Roy A. This photo may be useful as a reference for your convergence issue.. The
fuses are 4 amp and 5 amp respectfully. I have not yet begun the repair process, but wanted to
tell you how much I appreciate your time and thorough instructions. I am almost looking
forward to the project. Dafried said: Speed - I just found this site while crying over my
Mitsubishi WS blinking green light. Thanks again David. Good luck with the repair. Advise if you
have additional questions and let us know when you are up and running. Thanks again. I
grabbed the convergence info as well. Will probably not have a chance to tackle this project
until Sun or Mon. The 50V parts not only keep the Hi-temp C specification but more than double
the Permissible Ripple Specification over the other parts that were specified. This provides for
even greater margin and reliability. Some recommendations and capacitor specs. The 50V uf
caps. Are available in the Panasonic FM Series. Use RTV to tack down the caps. This setup
eliminates the metal shield clearance issues found with the 35v caps installed in standing up
position. Your comments have merit, however, regarding your suggestion to increase the
voltage rating of the DM capacitors from 35V to 50V, I submit the following comments:. Voltage
rating tells how much voltage the capacitor can withstand. It does no harm replace defective
capacitors with those having a higher voltage rating and in fact this is a recommended
procedure among circuit design experts. For instance, it is fine to replace a 16V rated capacitor
with a 35V one, however there's no substantial advantage in buying capacitors with voltage
ratings vastly higher than the originals. The Mitsubishi television will not work any better with
50V capacitors than it does with 35V capacitors. There is usually no problem when using a
capacitor rated for a higher voltage in a low voltage circuit, however, some experts claim: You
can run an electrolytic capacitor at any voltage below its rating safely, but if you go significantly
below its rating and operate at this voltage for a long time year or more , the capacitor will
gradually lose its original rating and approach the minimum voltage rating needed for operation
in the circuit. I do not agree with the above statement, however, I see no valid reason to
overprotect a design circuit by using capacitors with a excessive voltage rating. Additionally, I
find it preferable to keep the capacitor leads as short as possible and the capacitors positioned

in a "vertical" position on the circuit board. I'm confused about something. I've pulled the DM
out of my TV, and these four capacitors indicate 16v on them. Not 35v as mentioned online.
Please advise. Bosch said: I'm confused about something. Sincerely, Bosch Replace ALL 4
capacitors with those having a 35V rating. Speed, Thanks so much for the reply. I purchaced the
4 35v capacitors and am atempting to install them this evening. I have two bad diodes I would
also like to replace. They are d9a60 and D9a61 located on the power pcb. Can you tell me the
part numbers or the ratings so I can order them. Thanks, Roy A. Hi Speed, Thanks again for you
quick response. I did download the manuals for my model TV WS as you suggested earlier and I
went to the parts list on page I see the listing for the diodes but it doesn't list the two numbers
I'm looking for. The list goes from d9a58 to D9A I am very confused why the two diodes I need
are not listed. I looked on the schematic and found the diodes and their coresponding numbers
but now I'm at a loss. Please help. Royboy99 said: Hi Speed, Thanks again for you quick
response. In any case, here is the information you requested. For those with Mitsubishi
WS-xxxxx television issues, go to the thread below to post your comments, ask questions and
to receive assistance with repairing your television. Televisions and Projectors. Techlore is my
hero now. I followed the directions and was able to fix my Mitsubishi "blinking green light of
death". Package of 10 was cheaper than buying 4 plus 2 spares. Go figure. I also used these on
other things around the house that I had been putting off so I figure I got my money out of them
beyond the TV fix. Made it easy on reinstall because went counted back down to 1 to ensure we
did not miss anything. Overall process end to end took me almost two full hours. I had this fixed
and ready to go on Sunday for the two final playoff games. TV came right on, picture looks
brand new again since the lens' were cleaned. Also ufd is overkill ufd is more then enough for
filtering. Mitsubishi part number is P Please state your expertise before giving the above advise.
As an electrical enginneer for 35 years iI find that your advise is off base. When a Cap is used
close to it's max voltage rating it will have a certain life expectancy based on the circuit voltage
being close to the max rating of the part. If you use a part with a higher max voltage rating say
35v and the circuit voltage is only 16v then the stress on the 35v part will be less because it is
not being used close to its max voltage rating. This means that the 35v parts will have a longer
life. The reasons for this is that the 35v part is physically larger and has better insulation
between layers. This prevents breakdown and dissapates heat better which will factor into the
longer life expectancy. I have 30 years experience as a TV Repairman and I am a head road
technician for a Mitsubishi authorized repair shop. According to what I have heard from TV
Engineers is if you have a capacitor of 35Volt rating in a circuit with say just 5 to 10Volts the
capacitors will tend to dry up because its almost like the capacitor is just sitting on a shelve
somewhere and capacitors do have a short shelf life. Now I'm not a capacitor engineer but I'm
inclined to believe the mfgs engineer. And I've heard this from many other TV engineers.
Personally I don't know if its true or not I've just been told that. The info about the capacitors is
straight from Mitsubishi: replace capacitors with ufd 16v c capacitors ONLY. That is a direct
quote from Mitsubishi's own service bulletin! Better hurry, Arrow only has 1, left in stock. I
know, it requires only 4, but this way, I have future parts if this happens again, and in case of,
'whoops' Almost forgot Dave, Go to advanced reply and immediately attach and share a. Mits is
not disclosing the true nature of the problem so published info on the move to uf would be
significant. IF Mits engineering determined that voltage, permissable ripple, temperature,
impedance, and other margins were not a factor in the failure then it would make sense that
they would likely stick with the 16v as the worldwide repair recommendation. Normal practice
would dictate that once you achieve proper margin to specification then you do not need
anything bigger, but bigger is still allowable. I checked with a manufacturer and it still holds that
the 35v is still a "better than" equilivant option in terms of margins, performance and life
expectancy. If it were true Manufacturers' would have to specify the lowest working voltage for
which the 35v cap. Sounds kind of silly dosen't it? Hi Speed! Simply super on the DM cap
replacement instructions. I got it all back together and did a victory dance when the set started
working again. In about an hour, it went back to blinking green light. I am at a loss for how the
fix could come "unfixed". All seemed to work fine and I even turned it on and off a couple of
times to make sure. Then the green light of death returned. Seems obvious that if the set came
back on, the fix must have been executed right or else would have either blown up right away or
would not have worked at all. Sorry, I see Speed is not on this thread I am open to help from any
of you guys. They fit upright CalRich said: Dave, Go to advanced reply and immediately attach
and share a. I would bet that the failures are being caused by lack of ventilation and excessive
heat and mits. Also I do not recomend running lead extenders to make the bigger caps fit. It
does not look professional that way. Sorry I cannot publish the service bulletin as its
considered confidential and I don't want to jeopordize my boss's standing with Mitsubishi. If
you want to use ufd 35V C its probably Ok but I would go with the smaller caps myself. It is

defined as VS of October I will not post VS on this thread. WS, WS VS makes NO reference to
Temperature rating. Dave, Check your techlore PM private message box for messages from me.
Then reply by PM. Speed, Thanks for the solid information that everyone can work with. It's nice
to have the exact information. I've seen that several people have been able to get a Factory
rebuild for this Cap issue and they state that a lot caps are changed. Does anyone know or can
go in and read what capacatance, voltatge, and temperature, are used in DM positions on those
chassis' that came back from Mits. Factory rebuild? For those people lucky enough to get the
Mits factory rebuild. Speed, I wanted to write a note to you to say Thanks for all your help. I
replaced the convergence IC and two 5amp pico fuses on my power bd. The picture looks good
and and I reset my convergence settings back to factory default. And I didn't need to make any
further adjustments. I couldn't have done this without your help and the TechLore website. So
again thanks to you and the whole TechLore family. Roy a. Royboy99 said: Speed, I wanted to
write a note to you to say Thanks for all your help. The important thing is that your television is
once again working. I'm glad that I and the Techlore team was able to help in some small way.
Robo Community. DVR Playground. Media Smart Home. Magenium Solutions. EHome Design.
Skip to main content. Log in Name Fisrt Name. Active Topics Unanswered Topics. A Few
"Cautions" Keep yourself "grounded" when working with the circuit board. Static electricity will
destroy electronic components. Basic Troubleshooting Press the "reset" button and hold for 10
seconds Does TV turn on and blinking green light turn to solid green. DM Module is defective.
This is a fairly simple repair for those with a little soldering experience. Remove the plastic
panel mounting screws and set the panel aside. See diagram below: Release the chassis lock
tab on either side of the chassis. Here is what a typical capacitor failure looks like: The top of
the capacitors shown above may only have a slight bulge, but they have indeed failed. All the
capacitors have the same orientation: Insert all four capacitors as close to the board as
possible. The picture below shows the underside of the DM board after the capacitors have
been removed. WS Advanced Troubleshooting For those more technically inclined than most,
you may enjoy the following. A Word of Caution To all of you who may be attempting the
capacitor fix on their Mitsubishi a word of caution. This is the basic explanation, as there is a lot
more to it than this: Could be poor solder connections, the power coming to the DM board from
the main power supply could be bad. Speed Resources Mitsubishi Service Manual: Mitsubishi
Service Manual If you require additional assistance or advice, feel free to send me a private
message. Log in to post comments. Comments Great article! I can see you. Hellow Techlore,.
Techlore, Great article! Hi Speed,. Hi Speed, Thanks for the advice, I will do it when I get home
and let you know. Roy A. Speed - I just found this. Speed - I just found this site while crying over
my Mitsubishi WS blinking green light. Dafried said: Speed - I just. Thanks again David David,
Good luck with the repair. Speed, Thanks again. Will keep you posted- thanks! Speed et. Rich,
Your comments have merit, however, regarding your suggestion to increase the voltage rating
of the DM capacitors from 35V to 50V, I submit the following comments: Voltage rating tells how
much voltage the capacitor can withstand. My recommendation is to stay with the 35V
capacitors and not to use 50V capacitors. Bosch said: I'm confused. Replace with 35V
capacitors. I replaced the IC convergence. You may want to save this link for future reference.
Royboy99 said: Hi Speed,. To All,. To All, For those with Mitsubishi WS-xxxxx television issues,
go to the thread below to post your comments, ask
s2000
sphygmomanometer parts diagram
rodgers thermostat
questions and to receive assistance with repairing your television. Televisions and Projectors
Speed. I followed the directions and was able to fix my Mitsubishi A few items to mention: 1
Radio Shack did not have the high temp, they only had the 85 - I ordered a package of 10 from
digikey and they arrived in two days - real fast reliable service. Many many thanks to all who
provided information on this fix. A couple of issues here. I have 30 years experience as. I just
ordered 20 of the. Simply super on. Sorry, I see Speed is not on. CalRich said:. Rich Rich, yes it
does sound silly about having a minimum voltage I talked to another tech in our shop and he
has heard the same thing about minimum voltage and capacitors and he does not believe it
either. Royboy99 said: Speed, I. Best to you. Search form Search. Toshiba 55" TV. Volume and
input buttons acting up. I have a WS with. My 32" TV, 2 years old, now. I don't know what sort of.
Connect With Techlore. Designed by Magenium Solutions.

